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Holy Trinity 
 

Cracks found in wall of the boiler room extension and sealed with flexible silicon last year 
remain stable and watertight. Permanent repairs will be necessary in due course.  
 
The repair of the east and south churchyard walls delayed  by Covid and bad weather have 
been completed. 
 
Slipped tiles and ridge mortar have been replaced at the east end of the church. Repairs to the 
sky-lights and tiles in the roof valley have been carried out although the small skylight on the 
south side has recently leaked in a particularly heavy shower. A report on the state of the roof 
valley from SSJ following work by their roofing staff is awaited.  

 
Repairs to the west churchyard wall have been delayed,  not least by Covid and the prior 
commitments of the owner’s builder.  A Faculty to carry out repairs to the broken wall and to 
lower the height of the remainder is being applied for. 
 
Torrential rain and a blocked drain ruined the carpet in the vestry. No permanent damage was 
done. The cost of supply and  fitting a new carpet was covered by HT’s insurers. 
 
A leak in a radiator tap in the south aisle has been repaired and  two radiators have been 
turned off. They are likely to be removed as part of the re-ordering of the south-west corner of 
the church.  It has been decided that, pending the re-ordering, no further “cosmetic” repair 
work will be done on the flaking plaster-work. 

 
St. Luke’s 
 
After further consideration it was decided that French drain mentioned in last year’s report  
should not proceed. Repairs to the gravel path leading to the church door will be carried out. 
Richard Weaver has shouldered responsibility for carrying out some minor repairs including 
redecoration of the lavatory at his own expense. 

 
Cloisters 
 
The sound modulating panels required in the larger room funded by the Friends of HT have 
been funded by the Friends and have proved effective. 
 
Repairs and repainting of the plasterwork and of suspected dry rot at the base of the north 
wall of the lavatories have been completed and appear to be successful. 
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